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Tumor modeling predicts most effective drugs targeting brain cancer

May 21, 2014  |    

 

esearchers at University of California, San Diego School of Medicine and Moores Cancer

Center have used computer simulations of cancer cells – cancer avatars – to identify

drugs most likely to kill cancer cells isolated from patients’ brain tumors.

The findings, published in May 21 online issue of the Journal of Translational Medicine, may help

researchers stratify cancer patients for clinical trials according to their cancers’ genomic

signatures and predicted sensitivities to different cancer drugs.

Such an approach would allow scientists to

selectively test cancer drugs on those who would

be most likely to respond to them, while

simultaneously reducing patients’ exposures to

toxic drugs that would likely be ineffective.

“Genomics tells us that cancers are a lot like snowflakes. No two cancers are alike so it does not

make sense to give all patients the same drugs. This is the idea behind personalizing therapies for

cancer,” said lead author Sandeep Pingle, MD, PhD, a project scientist in the laboratory of Santosh

Kesari, MD, PhD, chief of the division of Neuro-Oncology, professor in the department of

neurosciences, director of Neuro-Oncology at UC San Diego Moores Cancer Center and the

study’s senior author.

“With the virtual cell model, we can take into account all the complexity of cellular processes to

predict which drugs will be the most effective against a particular tumor based on its genomic

profile,” Pingle said. “This is a first step toward personalized medicine.”

Researchers developed a virtual cell that represents the internal workings of a normal, healthy

cell, depicting them as a complex collection of signaling pathways and metabolic networks. The

virtual healthy cell can be made cancerous. Indeed, it can be turned into any kind of cancer cell by

distorting specific points and pathways in the system. These cellular distortions represent a

person’s so-called cancer avatar. Once the avatar is generated, a computer model predicts which

drugs, based upon their known functions, are most likely to kill a real cancer cell.

Cancer Avatars for Personalized Medicine

Graphic depicts progression of personalized medicine  

from biopsy to cancer avatar.
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For the study, researchers generated cancer avatars for cells obtained from patients with

glioblastoma, a highly aggressive cancer of the brain’s glial cells. The condition has a five-year

survival rate of about 10 percent. The computer generated predictions were then “truth-checked”

against standard, cultured cells in drug-sensitivity experiments.

“The advantage of computational modeling is the ability to incorporate the wealth of genomic and

proteomic information on cancer cells and to screen drugs and combinations of drugs much faster

and cost effectively,” said Kesari. “Our ultimate goal is to take this technology to the clinic to

identify the best drugs for treating each individual cancer patient.”

Co-authors include Zeba Sultana, Shweta Kapoor, Ansu Kumar, Shahabuddin Usmani and Ashish

Agrawal, Cellworks Research India Ltd.; Sandra Pastorino, Pengfei Jiang, Rajesh

Mukthavaram,Ying Chao, Ila Sri Bharati, Natsuko Nomura and Milan Makale, UC San Diego

Moores Cancer Center; Taher Abbasi, Cellworks Group Inc.; and Shireen Vali, Cellworks Research

India Ltd. and Cellworks Group Inc.

The study was funded, in part, by the National Brain Tumor Society, Barbara and Joseph Ajello

Trust Fund, Tuttleman Family Foundation, MCJ Amelior Foundation and Boston Fire

Department/Kenney Foundation.
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